
foundation for valuing companies. That
is why there is now so much probing
into valuation methods. Analysts may be
using the wrong indicators, or missing
intangibles, eg the competence with
which a company manages its customers.
The paper examines studies that
investigate the relationship between
customer management and business
performance. It then briefly reviews the

INTRODUCTION
The central business idea of customer
relationship management (CRM) is that
companies that manage customers
effectively and efficiently are likely to be
better investments than those that do
not. As the dot.com-related boom and
bust show, however, the analyst
community cannot be relied upon to
provide CRM analysts with a sound
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York Attorney General. His unearthing
of and the subsequent publication of
damaging internal e-mails on company
research and its ‘independence’ at the
biggest banks has caught the attention of
the US corporate world. So too has the
size of settlements with the Attorney
General. They have routinely topped
US$100m.

The desire for radical reform and swift
revenge on ‘crony capitalists’ in
corporate and investment banking has
put political pressure on accountancy and
financial regulators as never before. This
is particularly so in Britain and the USA
where investigations into the
‘independence’ of company research by
analysts are being conducted by the
Financial Services Authority and the
Securities and Exchange Commission.

One thing is certain to arise from the
various investigations: tougher rules on
what firms put on their balance sheets
and, perhaps more importantly, how they
value intangible assets. Throwing a
comment and a sum into the accounts
about ‘goodwill’, for example, will no
longer be acceptable. That ‘goodwill’
will have to be justified. Professor Claes
Fornell, of the University of Michigan
Business School and chairman and
founder of the CFI Group, points out3

how the importance of non-financial and
intangible assets has grown. ‘Thirty years
ago’, he said, ‘the book values for the
companies included among the Dow
Jones Industrials accounted for 50 per
cent of their market value. Seventy years
ago that was 70 per cent. Today, only 20
per cent of the market value is reflected
in the balance sheet. These are dramatic
changes. If we look at the firms in the
Standard & Poors 500, the difference
between a company’s market value and
what the balance sheet suggests is even
greater. For Internet companies, there is
hardly any relationship at all between the
book value and market value.’ Fornell

involvement of academics in this area,
and shows how they may be making the
same mistakes as analysts, for similar
reasons.

THE PROBLEM WITH COMPANY
VALUATIONS
The so-called ‘New Economy’ rejected
tried and tested methods of company
valuation. Investors, employees and the
wider community in which many suspect
companies operated were led to believe
that the standard financial and economic
textbooks could also be torn up. Rather
than profits before tax and earnings per
share it became the norm for the analyst
and financial communities to use earnings
before interest, tax, depreciation and
amortisation (ebitda). This allowed many
current costs to be swallowed as
‘investment’. Off-balance sheet
manipulation flourished too. Evidence of
business growth rates was substituted for
evidence of solid financial returns.
Customers, the assurance went, would
continue to sign up whatever the
outlook. It became a case of ‘never mind
the quality, feel the width’. Few analysts
asked awkward enough questions, and if
they did, the answer was effectively a
version of ‘It’ll be alright on the night’.

The relationship between companies
and analysts has been questioned. As Paul
Myners,2 former chairman of Gartmore
fund managers and author of a report on
institutional investment for the UK
Treasury, put it: ‘To the extent that
sell-side research continues to be
published, it should be a regulatory
requirement that a public record exists of
the past efficacy of recommendations
from the analyst. This would expose the
personal reputation of the analyst.’
Analysts and company managements, and
their past, sometimes ‘cosy’ relationship,
is a key strand in the Wall Street
investigations by Eliot Spitzer, the New
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Efforts to understand intangible assets and
their value, whether ‘goodwill’,
intellectual property rights or customer
satisfaction levels, were in most cases
superficial.

CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT
METRICS ARE AN IMPORTANT
INTANGIBLE
Michelle Edkins, director of institutional
relations at Hermes, a major pension
fund, says:

‘When we meet with chief executive officers
and finance directors they are not always well
briefed on such non-financial or non-statutory
reporting matters. They have a very glossy and
superficial knowledge of important items like
churn rates, customer retention, staff turnover
and subsequent replacement costs. I’m not
saying that at every meeting we want
information on intangible assets, just as we
don’t always ask for a risk manager’s
assessment. But they are definitely becoming
more important. It would be hugely helpful if
companies were to offer better data about how
they manage their customers, with clearer
divisional breakdowns in their company, their
strategy and how this helps add value to the
company. It can be done in the annual report
and accounts, for instance.’4

Hermes also runs a Focus-branded range
of funds. Here, adds Edkins, customer
relationships and how companies are
creating or destroying economic value
through customer management has
become ‘quite significant to the way we
work with these companies. They are
drilled right down the management chain
to operational level’.

Richard Saunders, chief executive of
the Investment Management Association,
whose members collectively manage
£3 trillion worth of funds, says:

‘Measuring intangible assets could be difficult
to translate into something that can be finessed

warned: ‘Accountancy may perhaps be
the world’s second oldest profession, but
its survival may well be at stake if this
trend continues.’

If 80 per cent or more of a company’s
market value consists of assets outside the
balance sheet, what exactly are these
intangible assets? Fornell suggests: ‘There
are, of course, different types of
intangible assets — human capital,
intellectual capital, processes etc. but they
can all be summarised by two basic
factors: How well a firm manages its
customer relationships. And, the
efficiency by which it deploys capital.
The first has to do with sources of
revenue; the second is about cost.’ So,
analysts, economists and shareholders
have been poor at valuing companies.
Maybe the intangibles they use are weak
predictors of performance. In a view that
gives analysts, fund managers and the
stakeholder community at large food for
thought, Fornell adds: ‘There is a gap
between what we measure about the
economy — at the company level and at
the macro level — and what we need to
understand. That gap is probably getting
larger. If one looks at the brokerage
houses in the United States, the story is
still that they can’t beat the market.’

In evidence to support the
effectiveness of the American Customer
Satisfaction Index (ACSI), and why
customer satisfaction matters in financial
analysis, Dr Fornell studied earnings’
forecasts from analysts and economists.
The errors he said were ‘quite
substantial. If one sums the errors for
each year for both groups, it is 15 per
cent on the average for analysts and 14
per cent for economists. Using the actual
earnings as a base, the error percentages
become astronomical even in the
average’.

The unexpected and spectacular
company failures cited earlier illustrate
that nobody asked the ‘right’ questions.
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danger of information overload. But presented
in a clear and transparent manner, and with
appropriate benchmarks, analysis of a
company’s supply chain, payment timings, call
centres, customer retention, staff satisfaction
and employee turnover, are all important
indicators to a company’s real value. They can
also act as an early indicator if something is
going wrong.’

HEADLINE CUSTOMER METRICS
CAN MISLEAD
Understanding customer numbers and
customers’ relationships with companies
require more than headline figures. As
many mobile phone companies have
discovered, subscriber numbers or
average revenue per user (ARPU) are
important, but just as important is the
ability to keep customers, serve them
properly and get more income from
them. So it does not always make sense
to give away or heavily subsidise
handsets just to target customers who use
the increasingly commoditised voice
services a lot but switch suppliers every
year. Will Whitehorn,8 a director of
Virgin’s mobile phone arm, explains:

‘Churn rates and customer retention are very
hot topics for us. We link staff bonuses to the
level of the churn rate in all our mobile
companies in the USA, Britain and Australia.
They all have exceptionally low ones I’m
pleased to say. It is absolutely critical to the
business model that you know how much it
cost to sign up a customer and then making
sure that the back-up and service, whether
through our call-centres or solving problems,
keeps them satisfied.’

Whitehorn cites the case of NTL ‘where
the churn rate has been high, and
BSkyB, which successfully tackled the
issue of customer retention in 1998. As a
result, it has a churn rate one-third of
that of NTL. At the end of the day,
where is the sense in signing up a

down to a line on the balance sheet. Having
said that, using reliable valuation models and
clearly constructed benchmarks by which to
measure performance, this information is
invaluable when fund managers, and indeed
analysts, stress test a company.’5

Saunders believes that in the future how
businesses measure the creation of value
or exploit its potential will become an
integral, although non-statutory part, of
internal and external company analysis.

‘Customer churn rates and the risk that this
might imply to a business if they are too high
for future growth to be assured are going to
be important factors in assessing the overall
performance potential of a company.’

Lorna Tilbian, media analyst at Newmist
Securities, says6 that reporting of
non-financial items has

‘got a lot better. But then it makes sense.
Ultimately the headline numbers drive the
share price. But when we assess a company we
want to be able to understand how they look
at the competition in their market as well.
What stage of the cycle are they at? What’s
the spend on marketing? And how will the
structural changes in the media sector affect
them and their customer base . . . Companies
need to be more divisional in their
breakdowns. These are in fact issues that the
management should be on top of all the time.
Above all though, it is important that when
such information is presented, whether to
analysts or fund managers, they should keep it
transparent and simple.’

David Gould, director of investments at
the National Association of Pension
Funds, whose 1,000 strong membership
look after £650bn of assets, says:7

‘For me forced disclosure of non-financial
items such as customer relationship data is
pretty meaningless. That said, the type and
depth of scrutiny a company is put under is
certainly getting tighter. There is always a
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acquiring risky or loss-making ones and is
upsetting its people, the best of whom
will probably leave. The question
therefore is, despite this year’s impressive
profit and loss, does this company
represent a good long-term investment?
The investor would be even clearer about
where their hard-earned money should be
invested if they knew that the company
was making a modest profit and:

— knew its customers well
— had high commitment levels from the

top 20 per cent of customers
— understood why they stayed and why

they left
— developed, delivered and measured a

winning proposition to them
— invested in people and system

competencies to service customers
excellently and efficiently.

Even if that company produced lower
levels of profitability the investor would
have confidence that this business would
develop and grow, provided that:

— customers were responsive to being
managed well, and in particular gave
more value to the company when it
managed them well

— its current competitors were weaker
at customer management

— there was relatively little chance of a
new competitor emerging that would
be much better at managing
customers, or that would destroy
customers’ responsiveness to customer
management by offering a product
proposition and/or working to a very
different business or customer
management model,9 giving customers
much more value, as low cost airlines
did to scheduled airline customers

— there were no forces at work in the
company that were likely to destroy
its customer management capabilities
and competencies.

customer and then losing them after a
year?’

WHAT NEEDS TO HAPPEN IN
FUTURE
Suppose someone was going to invest in
a company. Would they be more likely
to choose a company that this year made
an excellent profit or one that has made
a more modest profit? Of course, it is
not possible to tell from that information.
If there was information on customer
numbers, customer satisfaction, and
customer churn rates — would that
help? Only marginally, because a focus
on:

— customer numbers normally results in
a strategy to ‘acquire at any cost’ and
the acquisition of a large volume of
unprofitable or even loss-making
customers

— customer satisfaction, as normally
measured, gives misleading results, as
some customers who rarely transact
with the firm, and spend little with it,
are being asked what they think of it.
Their views will dilute the views of
the firm’s heavy users and loyalists. In
addition, customer satisfaction statistics
are normally poor predictors of
loyalty

— customer churn is misleading because,
first, it is rarely measured, ‘received
wisdom’ is commonplace and
therefore fictitious figures are given to
analysts and secondly, the really
interesting figures will be the churn
of heavy users and loyalists.

If the potential investor had deeper
knowledge, they might realise that the
very profitable company has cut costs in
advertising and marketing, training,
product development, customer service
staff numbers and IT investment. It is
alienating and losing its best customers, is
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data. Given the investment dedicated to
building and maintaining customer
databases to support customer
management, this is surprising. In the
authors’ view, this is like building a
marketing factory with no understanding
of the rewards of doing so, or of the
asset value thereby created. Of course,
data do not have to be formally valued
to yield value. While many companies
can show that they can use data
cost-effectively to make money,
companies can rarely, however, say
whether creating (and maintaining) the
data in the first place was worthwhile.

SENIOR MANAGERS NEED TO
KNOW MORE ABOUT CUSTOMER
MANAGEMENT IN THEIR
COMPANIES
It will not be easy for senior managers to
produce convincing evidence that they
actually know how their business runs.
Who are their customers? Why do they
leave? What research is done on the
reasons for switching? How are those
data managed and stored? Is there a clear
strategy in place to develop the customer
base and to get an even better income
stream from customers? Is there a match,
or mismatch, between revenue and costs?
In short, how are all these performance
indicators or the total value of the
company’s intangible assets measured in a
meaningful way, and then conveyed to
the company’s stakeholders?

In a report called ‘What should we
tell the shareholders?’14 sponsored by the
Centre for Business Performance of the
Institute of Chartered Accountants in
England and Wales, Tim Ambler, senior
fellow at London Business School (LBS)
and his colleagues at LBS, Patrick
Barwise and Chris Higson, state:

‘For companies in the 21st century, the
creation of value will increasingly depend on

THE CORRELATION BETWEEN
CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT AND
BUSINESS PERFORMANCE IS
CLEAR
In the authors’ earlier report, the
‘Customer Management Scorecard: The
State of the Nation’,10 they discussed
several approaches to creating customer
value that have influenced their thinking.
These included the Deming prize, the
Malcolm Baldridge National Quality
Award, the EFQM Business Excellence
Model, the Balance Scorecard and the
American Customer Satisfaction Index
(ACSI). Further evidence that the
implementation of best practice and
quality management principles affects the
bottom line can be found in a study
conducted by Dr Vinod Singhal of
Georgia Institute of Technology and Dr
Kevin Hendricks of the College of
William and Mary.11 Their five-year
study of over 600 quality award winners
concluded that award winners achieved
significant improvement in operating
income, stock value, sales revenue, return
on sales, asset growth and employment.
The researchers tracked performance over
five years beginning one year before the
award to four years after receipt of the
award. Compared to a control group,
award winners achieved a 44 per cent
higher stock market price and 48 per
cent higher growth in operating income.

QCi commissioned research12 to
examine the correlation between how
well a company manages customers and
business performance. It showed a strong
correlation (0.8) between good customer
management performance and business
performance. The research indicated that
a systematic approach to customer
management is likely to lead to stronger
business performance. It also carried out
a simple survey focusing on the extent to
which companies valued their customer
data.13 It showed that hardly any
companies formally valued their customer
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been, at best, ‘patchy’. The authors
conclude:

‘We have tried to avoid rigid one-size-fits all
prescriptions which might increase companies’
reporting costs and/or fail to take account of
the real issue of commercial confidentiality and
the differences in the relevant metrics in
different industries. By adopting these
recommendations, companies should enhance
performance by using clearer staging posts,
without damaging shareholder interests.’

It is hard to make a case for
non-financial items, such as churn rates
and customer retention, becoming
mandatory lines on a balance sheet.
Ambler argues:

‘There will always be differences in every
company . . . It is for them to choose the
metrics and measurements most appropriate for
their particular business. Everybody involved,
but I suppose primarily shareholders, should
see the business through the eyes of the board
and the management. That is a win-win
situation . . . It is a sad truth that very often
the marketing departments’ metric
measurements aren’t given to the boards. We
have to remember though, that since company
reports and accounts became statutory around
97 years ago they have, year-on-year, become
more transparent. Transparency is the key to
the future.’

So, the authors believe that chief
executives or their finance directors
should no longer be allowed to claim
they do not know what is happening at
the coalface of customer relations. In
future they should listen more to people
like the more ethical academics, risk
managers and a handful of others, who
warned during the long bull run of how
damage to a company’s reputation could
wipe billions in ‘goodwill’ off the value
of the share price. Claiming the
corporate disasters of the early 2000s
came in exceptional times is no longer
an acceptable excuse.

intangible assets (knowledge, intellectual
property, brands and market relationships). This
study concerns the reporting on a particular
kind of intangible asset: in addition to current
sales and profits, successful marketing builds a
reputational asset in the minds, mostly, of its
stakeholders, especially its customers. This is
most often called brand equity.’

Ambler and his colleagues look at how
companies report on marketing and on
their stewardship of brand equity,
through the medium of annual reports.
They recommend that companies should
report brand equity and market
performance in the operating and
financial review sections using market
metrics (ie quantitative measures)
supplemented by commentary. ‘Text
alone has little value’, they say. These
data could be compared with previous
years and re-stated when needed. ‘If a
company has more than one brand, or
metrics are otherwise not summable’, the
report continues, ‘the metrics should be
given for the whole company, plus a
small number of brands, usually two or
three, which represent most shareholder
value’.

Other metrics relevant to most
sectors, and therefore candidates for
disclosure, with trends, according to
LBS recommendations on best practice,
include relative end-user satisfaction,
where satisfaction with a company’s
products is indexed against satisfaction
with competitors. Metrics can also be
applied to availability and product
distribution; customer loyalty; sales to
new customers as a percent of
turnover; and relative price, where the
value market share is divided by
volume market share. The report points
out that similar metrics were put
forward by the Accounting Standards
Board, with support from finance
directors of the top UK companies,
back in 1993. Implementation has
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tobacco has mushroomed into a
multi-billion industry covering
environmental, social and wider green
issues as well. So how are what is truly
good and compliant and what is not
measured? After all, in some SRI indices
pharmaceutical groups and oil giants are
automatically excluded, but not in others.
Yet it has been done and stakeholders can
now check the veracity of management
claims about SRI compliance.

In a publication16 from the New
York-based consultancy and think-tank,
SustainAbility, produced in conjunction
with the United Nations Environment
Programme, the authors concluded that
top performing companies want their
non-financial reports to be seen as
‘trustworthy’. Some 68 per cent of the
reports benchmarked in 2002 have been
independently verified. This is a marked
increase from the 50 per cent in 2000
and 28 per cent in 1997. Companies
typically use three different auditors or
assurers: traditional accountants, specialist
consultancies and corporate social
responsibility campaigners such as The
Natural Step or Business in the
Community.

Independent verification of different
metrics applied to a wide array of
intangible assets, from SRI compliance to
customer management and satisfaction,
may be crucial in future if companies
want to be given a fair stock market
value. But if management is to be
charged with knowing its customers, and
what makes them tick, and proving it
too, so are analysts going to be called to
account for their research and its quality.

THE ROLE OF ACADEMICS
So far, in this paper, the focus has been
on the role of analysts, with the
occasional reference to academic work.
Now the spotlight turns to the role of
academics. In the authors’ work, they

A ‘CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT’
STANDARD INDEX MUST BE
USEFUL?
Tim Ambler and his co-authors
acknowledge that there is a problem
over the publication of certain types of
metrics as they believe ‘Most metrics are
already known to competitors.
Nevertheless commercial confidentiality is
a real issue and possible disclosure should
be reviewed, on a metric-by-metric basis,
with the auditors. Where shareholders
will gain more from discretion, that
should be observed’.

Andrew Hartley, MD of Kleinwort
Capital investment, believes15 a common
customer management benchmarking
standard, a kite mark almost, would be
useful. An independent, audited
statement of fact, and a benchmark
against others, which can be used by
investors as part of their toolkit to judge
the relative merits of investing in
companies. Those in the forefront of the
debate for higher standards on the
disclosure of meaningful information on
hitherto intangible items, such as
customer management competence,
churn rates and customer satisfaction, can
take heart from what has happened with
socially responsible investment policies
(SRI). SRI began in the USA. But it has
since become compulsory in Britain for
all occupational or company pension
schemes to have available a statement of
investment principles on whether they
have an ‘ethical’ policy, the equivalent of
SRI. Holland has a voluntary code of
guidelines while France, Germany,
Austria and Switzerland are debating how
to incorporate similar SRI guidelines in
the future.

In many ways, SRI, or ethical
investment, is one of the hardest
intangible assets to measure. After all,
what was started as an ethical movement
by the Quakers over a century ago to
avoid investments in alcohol, arms and
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— quality: with its focus on delivery
according to customer requirements

— e-business: with its focus on making
it possible for customers to manage
relationships with companies through
websites

— supply chain management: with its
focus on ensuring that the work being
done at the interface with customers
to meet their needs is reflected
‘further up’ the supply chain, whether
in the company or with its suppliers.

So, CRM has a strong heritage, which has
been captured in a university and
institutional canon of learning, the origins
of which are recognisably the canons from
the above areas. It continues to evolve as
a canon of learning. The evolution is
prompted by a number of factors:

— the still-growing number of companies
trying, succeeding or failing with
different aspects of CRM, including
learning from over-hyped efforts

— the growing supply of managers with
training and or experience derived
from the above, with the ability to
implement CRM

— the continued evolution of supporting
information and communications
technology, and the much larger
number of suppliers offering CRM
products and services, leading to
choice and lower price

— the continued evolution of experience
in the source disciplines

— the broader experience of customers in
managing and being managed in
relationships

— the geographical extension of CRM
activity, creating learning about the
cultural issues involved in
implementing CRM.

In this section of this paper, the focus is
on the interest of academics. In
universities things have changed

have been careful to heed John Maynard
Keynes’ warning about how often
practical men of affairs (whether
politicians or business people) are slaves
to the theories of long dead academics.
QCi is itself a hybrid, working across the
boundaries of business and academia. As
soon as it built a reasonably-sized
database of scores of what companies do
to customers, it used techniques from
marketing, financial and statistical theory
to validate its results, and is now engaged
on a second round of this. But this very
effort led the authors to observe with
some bemusement how right Keynes
was. They discovered that if they could
show that academics had worked with
them to articulate their theories, and
explain and validate their findings, they
received more attention from the world
of business. They were on dangerous
ground. Were they discovering that the
reason for Keynes’ comment is that
business people genuinely seek validation
from academic experts whose prime aim
is to discover the truth? Or is it that
business people have some kind of
inferiority complex relative to
universities, one that they can only
overcome by receiving a blessing from
academic priests? To answer this question
one way or the other would require
more general research, but the authors
suspect that both explanations hold.

CRM has many different origins.
They include:

— direct marketing: with its tradition of
tested data-based individual customer
management by mail and telephone

— customer service: with its focus on
interactions with customers

— account management (key/major
accounts, but also the more mass-
market variant of telephone-based
sales management): with its focus on
sales effectiveness and in-depth
knowledge of customer needs
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5 In some countries (certainly in the
UK), tough constraints on costs in
higher education in general, to
facilitate expansion, meant a strong
focus on improving business school
productivity and cost-effectiveness led
to staff pay declining relative to
private sector pay. Bright people
interested in business understood that
lecturing about it was financially penal,
unless they had significant outside
earnings.

6 Worse, these latter pressures have
caused some business schools to adopt
a formal approach of making more
money out of students and their
sponsoring organisations, by selling
them consultancy and in-house
training. This tendency has been
exacerbated in universities where
business schools were the prime profit
generators and were relied upon to
cross-subsidise other departments.

All this has led to acute conflict of
interest. Many institutions follow their
own CRM policies — cultivating alumni
loyalty using classic CRM techniques, ie
journals which parade their current
gurus, invitations to events where the
poor past students can rub shoulders with
their similarly entranced colleagues.
These universities are no longer (perhaps
never were) places where business people
can go for a deeply critical but positive
analysis of what makes for success and
failure, and for a thorough review of
tools and techniques for creating success
and avoiding failure, from all over the
world. Instead, they are institutions
where the academics focus on developing
their own, often poorly-researched and
simplistic, concepts — ideally ones that
can be represented in four box matrices
so that they can be easily memorised by
the baffled MBA or BA business studies
students (most of whom are focused on
obtaining the qualification rather than

dramatically in the last two or three
decades. Business education at
postgraduate level is no longer an elite
pursuit, whether for staff or students. It
has become a mass-market venture. In
addition, undergraduate business
education is commonplace. It was once
regarded as inappropriate, on the grounds
that students needed to have significant
business experience before they were
accepted on MBAs, so that they could
make sense of what was being taught.
The results of this have, in the authors’
view, not been good for advanced debate
about the appropriateness of particular
management policies. Business education
is now a mass-market activity. This has
had a number of serious consequences.

1 Large numbers of lecturers have been
drawn into business education with
little or no experience of business, or
indeed of serious business research.
They tend to specialise in particular
business functions, and have little
understanding of how functional
specialists in business need to work
with those in other functions to create
strong business performance.

2 While once lecturing about business
was an elite occupation, attracting
intellectually and analytically strong
people, it is now a mass occupation,
attracting people of lower analytic
capabilities on average.

3 Its mass-market nature means that it
must be cost-effective, meaning that
lecturers are paid less (reinforcing the
tendency towards lower quality noted
above) and that courses need to be
simplified to be taught on a mass basis.

4 This in its turn leads to a search for a
simplified canon of learning which
tends to ignore the complexities
outlined in this paper. The aim was to
get students through some simple
learning, not to educate them about
business.
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encouraged by clients who should know
better — whether commercial clients or
seminar organisations. It is also
encouraged by professional institutions
that allow themselves to be uncritically
influenced by these ‘gurus’ as to what
should be taught in management.

It would be good to think that there
is now much higher awareness of how
easy it is for government, companies,
experts, indeed any organisation or
individual, to fall into the governance
trap of conflict of interest, so evident
from the early part of this paper. Sadly,
however, many examples of overweening
respect for academic authority are still
seen, so many failures to ask the difficult
questions about apparently ‘self-evident’
truths — such as ‘managing customers
better leads to more profit’. That is why
one should begin lectures to business
audiences (as one of the authors does)
planting a seed of doubt — ‘Why should
you believe me?’ There are very good
reasons for asking this question, and they
are not only related to the above
discussion. It is because in the authors’
customer management auditing work,
they normally find a big gap between
what senior managers say their companies
are doing, and the consultant/academic
language they use to describe it, and
what their companies are really doing.
Spin, pure spin!
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